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Gen W. Roy, Cbhief, Materials & Fuel Facilities Branch

Directorate of Regulatory Operations, HQ

RO INQUIRY REPORTU NO. 72-01
DEPARTIMENT OF THE ARMY
U.S. ARMY ELECTRONIC COMMAND
FORT MONMOUTH, NEW JERSEY 07703
LICENSE NO. 29-1022-06
LEAKING SOURCE - 7.2 CI PO-210

REFERENCE: Licensee report of March 8, 1972 to Di1rector of

Materials Licensing

The licensee reported that the leaking source resulted in slight con-

tamination to equipment, but not to personnel. Region I concluded

that no health and safety problem resulted.

Since the report was adequate and further inquiry was not believed

necessary, an inquiry report is not being submitted.

Further review of this matter will be conducted during the next in-

specionscheduled during the first quarter of 1974.

Paul R. Nelson, Chief
Radiological &c Environmental
Protection Branch

cc: RO Files
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SUBJECT: Leaking Polonium Source

Director
Division of Materials Licensing
US5 Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, DG 20575

1.Under A.E.C. License 29-1022-6a 7.2 curie polonilum 210 sealed
source was being used in laboratory room 26, building 45,, Evans Area,
F~ort Monmouth, New Jersey. The source is a Monsanto Research Corporation
1ICC-A-SS-P-Po No., 391 Assay, Sept 12, 1969.

2. On 3 March li2 the source ~was removed from the authorized storaae
vault for use byl

Prior to use.,
the source exterior (excluding window area) was wiped. TL% smear
indicated no contamination. The source was then placed in a sealed
infrared cell, modified to serve as an ionizattion chamber, the fill gas
'was Vlnwing argon at a very slow rate so that pressure in the chamber
was very slightly above normal atmosphere. Under the conditions of the
experi'rint a spark was observed and the cell was immediately sealed (gas
flow cut off) . A check of the flow-rate indicator with a Bai-rd atomic
420E detector indicated the presence of contamination. A small area on
the bench near the flow-rate indicator also showed activity, using. same
instrument. Wipe test, values of these areas were: (a) bench, farthest
away from flow-rate indicator - 74 counts/mdm; (b) bench, adjacent to
flow-rate indicator-54O counts/mm; (c) gas cell outlet stopcock-580 cou~nts!
min; and (d) tubing from outlet to gas-flow indicator (end closest to
indiczator) 66 counts/mmn a background of about 29 counts/mmn has to be
subtracted from the above readings.
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3. All active areas were decontaminated so that readings -with Baird
Atomic 4~20E indicated no activity, wipe tests showed no contamination.
Survey of the entire area was conducted with the above instrutment and
also a Nuclear Chicago IDbdel 2672 air proportional survey meter and no
further contamination was observed.

4~. Personnmel were checked for contamination and none was found.

5. The source wiill be removed from cell and disposed of.* The cell will

be de-contaiinated, if possible.

WOLFQA.NG j. RAMNI
Radiological Protection Officer
US Eaectronics Technology & Devices Laboratory
USAFOON
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